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Abstract – Acquisition is the first process of a 
GNSS receiver and is also the process which 
needs the most resources. Moreover, acquiring of 
weak Galileo E1 OS signals is a real challenge due 
to the presence of frequent (potentially at each 
spreading code period) bit transitions (data bit on  
the data component and secondary code chip on 
the pilot component). After a study of the effects of 
data modulation, two acquisition strategies, one bi t 
transition insensitive and the other not, are 
developed and brought face to face on 
performance criteria such as: execution time, 
probability of detection, probability of false alar m… 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 The overall context of this work is the 
development of a GPS/Galileo single frequency (L1) 
software receiver. This GNSS receiver is meant for 
educational and research purposes. These kinds of 
applications need a high level of flexibility and 
reconfigurability, which can be provided by the software 
receiver technology. 

The first stage of the GNSS signal processing is 
the acquisition process, which gives a rough estimation 
of the code delay and Doppler frequency of the 
incoming signal. The objective of the developed GNSS 
software receiver is, in cold start mode, to provide the 
first position in 60 seconds for a received GPS or 
Galileo signal of 27 dBHz with a high probability (90% 
of time for any given incoming Doppler frequency and 
code delay). These values were fixed after a 
specification review of currently sold receivers –
hardware and software (Receiver surveys in [1]–[3]). 
The probability of false alarm of the acquisition process 
is set to 10�� corresponding to around one false alarm. 

One clearly understands that the main challenges 
of the acquisition process are:  

• Trying a high number of code delay/Doppler 
frequency couples in a short period of time 

• Enabling the acquisition of weak signals with a 
high probability 

Both challenges are antagonist because the 
acquisition of weak signals is very complex and needs 
a lot of operations, leading to a longer acquisition 
execution time. So a compromise between these two 
objectives should be found. 

The efficient and fast acquisition of Galileo E1 OS 
signal is still a challenge compared to GPS L1 C/A 
signal due to its features, discussed in section II. The 
need for a specific acquisition strategy for Galileo E1 
OS is thus clearly justified and is the aim of this paper. 
To try to answer this, two acquisition strategies are 
presented, studied and brought face to face. Because 
the effects of a bit transition are not negligible as 
discussed later, the first one deals with a bit transition 
insensitive acquisition method  -the DBZPTI- which was 
developed by the authors and presented in [4]. The 
second one can be seen as the classical acquisition 
method of a signal made of two components. 



Moreover, both acquisition strategies are developed in 
view of an implementation on a software GNSS 
receiver developed in C++. 

The outline of the paper is as follows: 

• The first part serves to review the Galileo E1 OS 
signal and presents the considered reception 
platform. 

• The second part describes the classical Galileo 
E1 OS acquisition method, this acquisition 
method is the base of one acquisition strategy 
and of the verification step. 

• The third part covers in detail the impact of a bit 
transition on the acquisition performance in 
order to highlight the interest of a bit transition 
insensitive acquisition method. 

• The fourth part focuses on the DBZPTI, the 
transition insensitive acquisition method which 
is the base of the proposed efficient acquisition 
strategy. 

• The fifth part is dedicated to the comparison of 
the acquisition strategies by studying the choice 
of the parameters and the performance. A 
comparison of the execution time (based on 
Matlab simulations) is given at the end of this 
part to demonstrate the computational efficiency 
of the proposed acquisition strategy. 

• The last part concludes the paper, remaining 
the main points of interests and results. 

The innovative contributions of this paper consist in: 

• Studying the effects of a bit transition on the 
Galileo E1 OS signal acquisition performance 

• Improving the DBZPTI leading to degradation 
performance comparable to classical acquisition 
method (around 1 dB in the worst case instead 
of 8 dB) 

• Developing an efficient strategy for the 
acquisition of weak Galileo E1 OS signals 

II. GALILEO E1 OS SIGNAL MODEL AND CONSIDERED 
RECEPTION PLATFORM 

A. Galileo E1 OS signal characteristics 

The Galileo E1 OS is located in the L1 band and 
its center frequency is 1575.42 MHz. Its main features 
are [5]: 

• PRN sequences are 4092-chip long and 
transmitted at a rate of 1.023 Mchip/s 

• The Galileo E1 OS data bit rate is 250 bit/s 
meaning a data bit duration of 4 ms 

• Presence of two components: a data 
component containing the navigation message 
and a dataless pilot component, which is 
characterized by a known secondary code that 
modulates the primary spreading code. Both 
components are synchronized and carry 50% of 
the total signal power 

• The Galileo E1 OS spreading codes’ period 
have the same duration as a data or secondary 
code bit (4 ms). This implies that a transition 
(data bit and/or secondary code chip) occurs at 
each spreading code period with a probability 
close to 50%. 

• The modulation of the Galileo E1 OS signal is 
CBOC(6,1,1/11) 

The expression of the received Galileo E1 OS 
signal (for one satellite) is given by (1) [5].  

���� = 
 � ��� − ����,��� − �������,��� − ��−���� − ����,��� − �������,��� − ���× ����2�� !� + #� + $���  (1) 

Where 

• � is the received signal at time � 
• 
 = √& is the amplitude of the incoming signal 

at the correlator output on each component 

• � is the delay of the spreading code 

• � is the data sequence 

• ��,� and ��,� are the spreading codes carried by 
the data and pilot components 

• �� is the known secondary code 

• � ! is the intermediate frequency  

• # is the phase of the signal including Doppler 
frequency of the incoming signal �� 

• $ is the noise (assumed white Gaussian) 

• �����,� and �����,� are the sub-carriers carried 
by the data and pilot components  �����,����

= √10	�()$�sin�2��-.��� + �()$�sin�2�6�-.���√11�����,����= √10	�()$�sin�2��-.��� − �()$�sin�2�6�-.���√11
 (2) 

Where �-. = 1.023	234 is the sub-carrier 
frequency 

The first part in (1) ������,��� − �������,��� − �� 
represents the data component with the navigation 
message and the spreading code. The second term �������,��� − �������,��� − �� represents the pilot 
component with the secondary code and a different 
spreading code.  

B. Considered Reception Platform 

The hardware equipment of the GNSS software 
receiver is composed of: 

• A laptop (Intel Core i7, 4 GiB RAM, 8 cores) 

• An IFEN RF front-end [6] with: 

o Sampling frequency: �- = 20.48	MHz 

o Intermediate frequency: � ! = 5.5	MHz 

o RF bandwidth: 8 = 15	MHz 



Let us note that a BOC(1,1) is locally generated 
(instead of a CBOC(6,1,1/11)) and 9.:,;/.:,= the cross-
correlation between ��,� and ��,� is considered 
negligible due to the almost orthogonality of codes. 

In this paper, the integration time >  is fixed at 
> 	 4	ms (spreading code period), this leads to a 
sampled signal of length 81920. 

III. CLASSICAL GALILEO E1 OS ACQUISITION SCHEME 

A. Initial Acquisition based on Non-Coherent 
Combining 

There are several techniques that have been 
proposed for the acquisition of the Galileo E1 OS 
signal. So the main acquisition methods are reviewed 
to lead to the choice of two acquisition methods which 
will be studied more in detail in this paper. 

Since the context of the work is an optimized 
acquisition adapted to the reception of weak Galileo E1 
OS signal, acquisition methods based on the the pilot 
component alone is incongruous because only half of 
the useful power is considered ([7], [8]). Thus, to 
acquire weak Galileo E1 OS signal, the totality of the 
useful signal power needs to be employed. There are 
several acquisition methods which combine both 
components. 

The non-coherent combining acquisition method 
was largely studied for Galileo E1 OS ([9], [10]) or for 
GPS L5 signals and Galileo E5a, E5b signals [8]. The 
received signal is correlated separately with the local 
spreading codes of the data and pilot component. The 
four (two in-phase and quadrature) correlation outputs 
are then squared and summed together. The scheme 
of the method is presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Non-coherent combining acquisition method 

[9] 

This method is retained as the reference method 
and called the “classical acquisition method” 
throughout this paper because it is widely referenced. 
The mathematical model and statistic performance of 
this acquisition method is given in Appendix A.  

In a context of an optimized acquisition strategy, 
correlations are computed using fast Fourier 

transforms (FFT), leading to a negligible uncertainty on 
the code delay (half of the sampling period). The 
uncertainty on the Doppler frequency error (due to 
Doppler bins of size 1/�2> �) leads to a worst case 
degradation of 0.9 dB.  

However, this method is not insensitive to bit 
transitions and one of the aim of this paper is to explain 
the associated degradation (section IV). 

B. Verification step using M of N Technique 

After the initial detection, a verification step always 
needs to be implemented. This step consists in 
eliminating the false alarms and verifying the detection 
of the “right bin” (right Doppler frequency and right code 
delay).  

Two main acquisition techniques are generally 
proposed: the Tong detector [11] and the M of N 
technique [11], [12]. They take independent correlation 
outputs computed with the same parameters (Doppler 
frequency and code delay) and compare them to a 
threshold (determined according to a desired 
probability of false alarm). For the M of N technique, if 
at least M of the N detectors exceed the threshold, the 
signal is declared present, the signal is declared absent 
otherwise, so it can be modeled as a binomial 
distribution. Figure 2 completes the description.  

 

Figure 2: M of N scheme [13] 

The M of N technique consists in verifying the 
detection of the right bin, so to not fail, the immediate 
surrounding bins are also verified. Moreover, the 
context (acquisition of weak signals) leads to do non-
coherent integrations for each detector. 

This concludes the second part where the classical 
acquisition method was presented.  

IV. THE EFFECT OF DATA TRANSITION ON THE INITIAL 
ACQUISITION STEP  

A. Expression of the correlator outputs in presence of 
bit transition 

To study the effect of data modulation, let us first 
examine its effect on classical correlator outputs. The 
data and secondary code bit transitions can occur at 
each spreading code period with a probability of 
roughly ½ (for the secondary code of 25 chips, there 
are 12 chip transitions). Thus, it is essential to 
understand the effects of a bit transition taking place at 
�A ∈ CD> ; �D " 1�> F. 



Without loss of generalities, the values of the data 
bit ���� in (3) are assumed to be such that: 

���� 	 G 1, D> ≤ � < �A−1, �A ≤ � ≤ �D + 1�>  
The acquisition detector >JKLD, MNOP can be 

computed after the evaluation of the in-phase and 
quadrature correlator outputs QJK and RJK which depend 
on the instant of bit transition �A (the development is in 
Appendix D). >JKLD, MN;P = QJK� LD, MN;P + RJK� LD, MN;P= 
�4 9�LMS�D�P 1L�MN;> P� ×
T 1 + cos�L�MN;> P−2 cosL�MN;> P cos W�MN;�> �2D + 1	� − 2�A�XY

 (3) 

Where  

• MN;is the Doppler frequency error 

• 9 stands for 9.:,� or 9.:,� 

As observed in [14] (for the GPS L1 C/A signal) 
and visible on Figure 3, the power attenuation at the 
correlator output due to a bit transition is not 
independent from the Doppler frequency error. 

 
Figure 3: Effects of a bit transition on the acquisition 

detector 

The worst location of a bit transition is at            �A = D> + Z[�  which corresponds to the center of the 

integration interval. In this case, the detector value is: >\Z[]Z[� LD, MN;P = Q\Z[]Z[�� LD, MN;P + R\Z[]Z[�� LD, MN;P
= 
�4 9�LMS�D�P × ^1 − cosL�MN;> P�MN;> _�  (4) 

And >\Z[]`[a LD, MN;P = 0 if MN; = 0. This confirms 

that the power of the detector is null when a data bit 
transition occurs exactly in the middle of the integration 
period for the right Doppler bin as already shown in [4]. 

The worst case, in the frequency domain and for 
any location of the bit transition, is for MN; = ��Z[, which 

corresponds to the maximal Doppler frequency error. In 
this case, cosL�MN;> P = 0 and so, the detector is equal 
to (5) and the associated losses are around 4 dB. 

>JK bD, 12> c = 
�4 9�LMS�D�P × 4π� (5) 

As it can be seen with (5), the instant of the bit 
transition has absolutely no effect on the detector when 
the Doppler error is of 

��Z[. 
B. Performance Degradation due to bit transition  

Now, let us study the effects of data modulation on 
longer non-coherent integrations of the totality of the 
Galileo E1 OS signal (data and pilot components). Let 
us assume that e non-coherent integrations on > =4	ms are performed and let us evaluate the resulting 
probability of detection based on a hypothesis test 
(Appendix A). 

Expressing the probability of detection shows that 
the bit transition location influences the non-centrality 
parameter fg of the distribution of the acquisition 
detector. The presence of a bit transition is marked by 
the variable h. G $�	i(�	��j$�(�(�$ h = 0 fg�D� = fA�D�	i(�	��j$�(�(�$	j�	�A h = 1 fg�D� = fJK�D� (6) 

Where  

λA = 
�4 9�LMS�D�Psinc�L�MN;> P (7) 

fJK = 
�4 9�LMS�D�P × 1L�MN;> P� ×
T 1 + cos�L�MN;> P−2 cosL�MN;> P cos W�MN;�> �2D + 1	� − 2�A�XY

 (8) 

Knowing that the bit transition occurs with an 
average probability of 

�� and that data bit transition is 

independent from secondary code chip transition but 
synchronized, the probability of detection can be 
determined. Assuming, as an example, that e = 1 (one 
coherent integration), there can be l	bit transitions (with l equals to 0, 1 or 2). For each case, the probability of 
occurrence &m and the probability of detection with l	bit 
transitions &no are evaluated. 

• l = 0 (0 bit transition):  

The probability that there is no bit transition is &A = �� × �� and in this case the probability of detection is &nK = pqa�rs��� �2λA�	 
• l = 1 : data or secondary code bit transition 

The probability of 1 bit transition is &� = L��P × �� × �� 
and the probability of detection is: 

 &n: = pqa�rs��� LλA + λtKP	 
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• l 	 2	: data and secondary code bit transitions 

The probability of 2 bit transitions is &� = �� × �� and 

the probability of detection is &na = pqa�rs��� L2λtKP.  

At the end, the average probability of detection for e = 1 is: 

&n,JK = u&m × &no
�

mvA = 14&nK + 12&n: + 14&na (9) 

The representation of the 3 probabilities of 
detection &nK , 	&n: and &na versus C/N0 is given by the 
Figure 4 (worst case for �A in the midlle of the 
integration interval and for MN; = 0 Hz and e = 1). 

 
Figure 4: Probabilities of detection for 0, 1 or 2 bit 

transitions 

In conclusion, the probability of detection &n,JK for 
any e is: 

&n,JK = ub2el c�s
mvA

12�s pqa�rs��� LlλtK + �2e − l�λAP (10) 

The representation of the average probability of 
detection &n,JK for different values of e is given in the 
Figure 5 (worst location for the transition �A = > /2	). 

 
Figure 5: Effect of the data modulation (worst case) on 

the probability of detection for K=1,2,3,4 

What can be seen in Figure 5 is that bit transition 
greatly affects the probability of detection. It is clear 
that for e = 1, the impact for high C/N0 is important 
because a quarter of the probability of detection is null 
(9). For example, for e = 4, for a desired probability of 
detection of &n = 0.95, the loss is around 5 dB            
(x/yA = 32	dBHz without bit transition and                   x/yA = 37	dBHz with bit transition). Figure 6 presents 
the probability of detection for a fixed C/N0 (27 dBHz) 
and the conclusion is the same as previous, the 
probability of detection with a bit transition is 
significantly lower than the probability of detection 
without bit transition. In the worst case (�A is the center 
of the integration interval and MN;= 0 Hz), one needs 
more than 3 times more non-coherent summations to 
reach the same probability of detection of &n = 0.95        
(e> = 80	ms → e = 20 without bit transition and e> = 264	ms → e = 66 with a bit transition exactly in 
the middle of the coherent integration interval). 

 
Figure 6: Effect of the data modulation (worst case) on 

the probability of detection for a C/N0=27 dBHz 

The aim of this section was to study the effect of bit 
transitions for Galileo E1 OS signal on the probability of 
detection. The conclusion of this part is that the bit 
transition has a really bad effect on the probability of 
detection, in particular for weak Galileo E1 OS signal 
and for a bit transition in the middle of the integration 
interval: loss of several dB for a fixed non-coherent 
integration time and several times more of non-
coherent integrations to reach the same objective of 
probability of detection. 

V. Proposed Efficient Galileo E1 OS Initial Acquisition 
Scheme  

A. Presentation of DBZPTI  

The DBZP (Double Block Zero Padding) was 
originally developed for GPS L1 C/A and GPS L1 P(Y) 
[15] and [16]. The concept of the DBZP relies on the 
use of partial correlations on a duration equivalent to a 
few tens of chips (a “block”) and an extensive use of 
Fourier transforms to speed up the computation of 
these partial correlations. This acquisition method is 
considered one of the best for the acquisition of weak 
signals in terms of number of operations [17]. 
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The theoretical performance of the DBZP was, for 
the first time, described and analyzed in [4]. In the 
same paper, a variant method of the DBZP, the 
DBZPTI (Double Block Zero Padding Transition 
Insensitive), was presented as a good candidate for 
Galileo E1 OS signal acquisition to overcome the 
presence of data bit/secondary code chip transitions, 
the mathematical model is presented in Appendix B 
(DBZPTI outputs and execution time of the DBZPTI 
which gives a numeric application of the splitting in 
block)  and its scheme in Figure 7.  

The DBZPTI outputs are reminded here: 

Q���D� " R���D� " Q���D� " R���D�
	 
�4 2� W9.:,;� LMS�D�P + 9.:,;� LMS�D�PX

× �($�� b��|2 ��c sinc����} − ���|�	�sinc� b��} − ���|�2 	c
 (11) 

The study in [4] shows that the limitation of the 
DBZPTI is the strong dependence of its performance 
with respect to the incoming Doppler frequency 
(degradation of 8 dB on the C/N0 in the worst Doppler 
case) because the local carrier does not try to 
compensate the incoming Doppler frequency as it is 
the case for the classical acquisition method. 

B. DBZPTI Modification for Performance Enhancement 

The aim of this section is to remove the limitation 
of the DBZPTI and reach the same order of 
degradations as the classical acquisition method in 
terms of equivalent C/N0 loss at the correlator output 

due to the Doppler (around 1 dB). 

In the DBZPTI, the number of blocks is defined by 
the relationship between the the integration time and 
the Doppler uncertainty 2 = L��,~�� − ��,~��	P × > = 80 
where ���,~��; ��,~��� = C−10; 10F kHz is the Doppler 
uncertainty. 2 corresponds to the number of Doppler 
bins. The DBZPTI consists in evaluating partial 
correlation outputs as the partial correlator outputs Q�,��  
and R�,��  of the data component: 

Q�,�� �l, D� + iR�,���l, D� = 2$ �� �l, D� + 
2 9�,.:,;LMS�D�P× �($� b�T�2 ��c ��� b(2��� b>A + l> 2 + > 22c + (M�Kc (12) 

Where 

• � stands for partial correlation  

• l is the partial correlation identification 

• MS is the code delay error 

• >A is the beginning of the integration time 

• M�K is the phase error at � = >A 

The term �($� W� Z[� ��X implies a maximum 

degradation of 4 dB for the maximal expected value of 
the incoming Doppler frequency. To overcome this 
problem, it is possible to double the number of blocks 2 by artificially doubling the theoretical uncertainty 
Doppler frequency interval. The effect of this 
manipulation is presented in Figure 8. For �� = 10	kHz 
(real maximal expected value), the degradation is less 
than 1 dB (blue line) instead of 4 dB (in dash-dot black 
line). 

Figure 7: (Optimized) DBZPTI scheme 



 

Figure 8: Amplitude of �($� W� Z�
� ��X versus the 

incoming Doppler frequency and for 2 values of 2 

The last step of the DBZPTI uses a Fourier 
transform on a vector which is the set of partial 
correlation outputs for a given code delay (with a size 
equal to the number of blocks M). The FFT result 
allows determining the incoming Doppler frequency 
thanks to the term (13). But it implies a maximum 
degradation of 4 dB (dash-dot black line in Figure 9 for 

� 	 1) for �� = WD + ��X �Z[ , D ∈ �−2;2�: sinc���} − ��T��	�sinc b��} − ��T��2 	c (13) 

Where } is the point where the FFT is taken 

From (13), it can be understood that the DBZPTI 
output will present a peak value for the value of } 
which is the nearest to the incoming Doppler frequency ��. 

To overcome this problem one suggests to zero-
pad the vector because the zero-padding is equivalent 
to oversample the FFT result. Indeed, the more points 
there are to describe the FFT, the smaller is the gap 
between ��>  and } and the smaller is the degradation. 

 
Figure 9: Amplitude of the term (13) versus the 

incoming Doppler frequency 

The development of the expression of the FFT is 
presented in (14) (the development is in Appendix B) to 
support the result in Figure 9, for } = 0…�2 − 1: 

pp> T��� b(2��� b>A + l> 2 + > 22c + (M	�KcY
= u �W���N;WZK] Z[��X]|��K]��|N;Z[�mX���

mvA ���|��m��

= M�|�N;��ZK]Z[�]|��K
�|���������

�($� b� ���> − }� c
�($� b� ���> − }�2 c	

 (14) 

Where �2 is the size of the vector on which the 
FFT is applied 

Two sizes of the zero-padded vector are of 
interest: power of 2 and an integer multiple of the 
number of blocks to keep a frequential resolution 
integer divisor of 1/> . 

• �2 = 128 = 2�  

To speed up the FFT, the number of added zero 
allows reaching a size of the vector that is a power of 
two. The worst degradation is lower than 1.4 dB (dash 
green line in the Figure 9) for a 128-vector (128 being 
the next power of 2 after 80). 

• �2 = 2M (or	�2 = 4M) 

The size of the original vector is doubled and in 
this case, the frequential resolution of the DBZPTI 
output is also doubled. The worst degradation is for �� = W\� + �rX �Z[ , D ∈ �−2;2� and only a degradation of 

0.9 dB (long dash red line in the Figure 9). The number 
of lobes (local maxima) is doubled and one over two 
matches with the original lobes (� = 1). To have the 
same number of bins and the same frequency 
resolution as the original DBZPTI (1/> ), only one over 
two terms is kept in the FFT result. 

For �2 = 42 (in bold blue line in the Figure 9), the 
result is more interesting because the worst 
degradation is 0.19 dB. So this value is retained. 

Let us remark that doubling the number of blocks 
(by artificially doubling the Doppler uncertainty) has not 

effect on the equation (13) because �($� W� �N;Z[���� X is 

close to 1 (whichever the value of 2: 80 or 160). 

As explained in this section, with using zero-
padding (� = 4) and doubling the number of blocks (by 
artificially doubling the Doppler uncertainty), the 
DBZPTI worst degradation is 1.1 dB which is close to 
the maximal degradation of the classical acquisition 
method (0.9 dB). 

VI. Comparison of Acquisition Schemes based on the 
Classical and DBZPTI Initial Acquisition  

A. Assessment of execution time of elementary 
computations 

To evaluate the computational efficiency of an 
algorithm (and/or the acquisition strategy), the 
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computational load and execution time are good 
criteria. The number of operations or the execution 
time of the elementary operations (additions, 
multiplications, FFT, absolute value…) can be 
computed. There exists several algorithms to speed up 
the FFT (such as the Cooley-Tukey algorithm for 
vectors which size are a power of 2 [17]). In general, 
the following results are kept for the FFT on a vector of 
size y: 

• If y 	 2�, the number of elementary operations 
(additions and multiplications) is ℴLyl�)��y�P. 

• Otherwise, with standard FFT algorithms the 
number of elementary operations is ℴ�y��.  

Since Matlab uses the FFTW library (an optimized 
FFT library), it is possible to evaluate the execution 
time of a FFT (and compared to other elementary 
operation execution times) for different vector sizes. 
The averaged results (on 50 000 runs) are presented in 
Figure 10 and Table 1. The FFT execution time is 
represented in green in Figure 10 and it greatly varies 
with the size of the vectors. So during the 
computational load evaluation of both acquisition 
strategies, the execution time (based on elementary 
operation execution times) is preferred over the 
number of operations because there are several 
optimized FFT algorithms -for several vectors which 
size is not a power of 2, the execution time of the FFT 
is comparable to this of vector of size power of 2- and 
the number of operations (additions and 
multiplications) of each one is unknown.  

Table 1: Execution time (10-5 seconds) of complex 

elementary operations for specific size of vectors with 

Matlab  

Size of 
vector FFT Addition Product 

Absolute 
value 

1 0.071 0.084 0.049 0.052 

80 0.297 0.08 0.088 0.469 

128 0.392 0.089 0.113 0.718 

161 0.856 0.1 0.129 0.883 

640 1.614 0.197 0.366 3.329 

1024 2.62 0.281 0.559 5.41 

2048 5.588 0.533 1.103 11.161 

81920 439.318 61.656 57.253 442.733 

Where 

• 80 is the number of the original DBZPTI 

• 128 is the next power of 2 after 80  

• 161 is the number of Doppler bins in the 
classical acquisition method 

• 640 is the size of the vector on which is applied 
the last FFT in the modified DBZPTI 

• 1024 is the size of the doubled blocks in the 
modified DBZPTI 

• 2048 is the size of the doubled blocks in the 
original DBZPTI 

• 81920 is the size of 4 ms of sampled signal 

 
Figure 10: Execution time of elementary operations 

 

As seen with Figure 10 and Table 1, the most 
computational expensive operations are the FFT and 
the absolute value, their executions need between 6 
and 7 times more than the execution time of an addition 
or product. 

This section serves to understand what are the 
computational cost elementary operations and their 
relatively cost in function of the size of the vectors. 
Matlab simulations give an order of idea of the 
computational cost of the elementary operations and 
acquisition strategies. However, the expected 
execution time of the acquisition strategies, developed 
in C++, is obviously lesser. 

B. Consideration about the Verification Step 

Firstly, let us remark that the bit transition is not 
considered in the verification step because the initial 
acquisition gives a rough estimation of the code delay 
and thus the verification step takes into account the 
correct alignment.  

In the acquisition process, different strategies can 
be adopted in order to explore the search with different 
speeds and accuracies [19]. It is thus necessary to 
thoroughly choose the way the bins are selected after 
the initial acquisition, and the way these bins are then 
verified. The verification step can be full (the whole 
correlation matrix is verified) or partial verification (only 
a small number of bins is verified). Whatever the 
strategy, the order of the verified bins should be 
established. Two strategies can be considered [19]: 

• Maximum:  

Only the bin(s) corresponding to the maximum (or 
the first maxima) of the acquisition detector is (are) 
verified. 

• Serial: 

Once a value of the correlation matrix is obtained 
and crosses the acquisition threshold, it is verified.  

It is clear that the best strategy of verification in 
terms of computation load is the first one which 
consists in verifying a single or small number of 
maxima. But the amplitude of the detector for the “right 
bin” should be compared to the amplitude for the other 
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bins to determine how many bins should be verified id 
est the position of the amplitude of the right bin 
regarding to the amplitude of the other bins. 

To determine the ordered position of the amplitude 
of the detector of the right bin, an acquisition matrix is 
simulated over y bins with Matlab. The simulated 
incoming Doppler frequency is withinC−10; 10F	kHz. y − 1 bins are randomly distributed according to a  ��4e� and 1 bin (the “right bin”) is distributed 
according to a  ��4e, f� where f is the non-centrality 
parameter.Only the bins overcrossing the threshold 
defined by the statistic model are kept (false alarms 
and potentially the right bin). The bins are ordered by 
decreasing amplitude. After that, the ranking of the 
right bin with respect to amplitude is extracted versus 
the number of non-coherent summations. The results 
of the simulations for the two acquisition strategies are 
given in following sections. 

C. Choice of Parameters and Performance for the 
DBZPTI-based Acquisition Scheme 

Knowing that the acquisition detector is a  � 
distribution with 4e degrees of freedom, it is easy to 
determine the required number of non-coherent 
integrations to reach the objectives. For a fixed 
probability of false alarm of 10�¡ (in general it is the 
retained value) and C/N0 of 27 dBHz, between 26 and 
40 summations are needed. As explained in previous 
section, the Figure 11 presents the statistic position of 
the amplitude of the acquisition detector for the right 
bin with regards to the amplitude of the false alarms. 
The size of the acquisition matrix is                   655360 = 80 × 81920 (number of kept blocks times the 
number of samples for 4 ms) and there are around 
6550 false alarms. Figure 11 shows that for a sufficient 
high number of non-coherent summations, only several 
bins have to be verified (and not the whole acquisition 
matrix).  

 
Figure 11: Position of the amplitude of the right bin for 

the DBZPTI 

Let us evaluate the probability of detection of the 
DBZPTI-based acquisition strategy and noted as &n. It 
is the product of the probability of detection of the 
DBZPTI noted as &n,��¢�Z 	and of the verification step 

noted as &n,�£N¤ (15) because the two events are 
independents.  &n = &¥: Wx��¢�Z ¦x�£N¤X= &¥:�x��¢�Z � × &¥:Lx�£N¤P= &n,��¢�Z × &n,�£N¤

 (15) 

Where 

• � stands for §8¨&>Q acquisition step or for 2��y acquisition step 

• x- is the event {	>- > >ℎ-}, the acquisition 
criterion is satisfied 

• >- is the acquisition detector  

• >ℎ- is the acquisition threshold 

To reach a probability of detection greather than 
0.9 implies that the probabilities of detection for the two 
steps (DBZPTI and M of N) should be around 0.95.  

The probability of false alarm of the acquisition 
process is a little bit different due to the fact that only a 
few false alarms are verified. &N= &¥K ^Wx��¢�Z ¦2�X¦x�£N¤_
= &¥K�2�|x��¢�Z �&¥K�x��¢�Z � × &¥KLx�£N¤P= $y¯ × &N,��¢�Z × &N,�£N¤

 (16) 

Where 

• 2� corresponds to the event: the amplitude of 
the acquisition detector for the DBZPTI of this 
false alarm is among the $ highest i.e. this 
false alarm is among the verified bins 

• y¯ is the number of verified bins by the M of N 
acquisition step 

After several considerations on the M of N 
acquisition step, based on the binomial distribution, a 
rough estimation of the parameters can be provided: 

• What is the best allocation between &N,��¢�Z  
and &N,�£N¤, and between &n,��¢�Z  and &n,�£N¤ to reach the objectives? 

• How many non-coherent summations are 
needed to obtain the minimal value of &n? 

• What is the best choice for 2 and y for the M 
of N acquisition step? 

The choice of the exact value of the parameters 
(e,2,y	�N, �n) is done regarding to the overall 
objective of probability of detection. For different values 
of parameters leading to the same probability of 
detection, the execution time of the acquisition process 
is the second criterion. Indeed, a compromise should 
be done between the two acquisition steps (DBZPTI 
and verification step) because the number of verified 
bins by the verification step results of the probability of 
false alarm of the DBZPTI and of the position of the 
amplitude of the right bin (depending on the number of 
non-coherent summations).  
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The execution of one non-coherent summation for 
the DBZPTI costs around 7 seconds (Appendix B) and 
the execution time of the M of N acquisition step to 
verify one bin is 1.5 seconds (Appendix C). In 
conclusion, it is relatively expensive to verify bins, so 
the number of bins to verify should be very small. 

[12] gives the best combination for M and N for the 
M of N acquisition, it is 5 of 8. The Matlab simulations 
confirm this result for the case of interest. So, with 38 
non-coherent summations for the DBZPTI acquisition 
step and 8 non-coherent summations for the M of N 
acquisition step, the probability of detection (for any 
C/N0 equal to or higher than 27 dBHz, whichever the 
incoming Doppler frequency and the code delay) is of 
90%. Indeed, 

• &n,��¢�Z = 0.93 and the amplitude of the right 
bin is in the 10 first maxima 

• &n,�£N¤ = 0.97 = ∑ L±\P�n\�1 − �n�±�\±\v²  with �n = 0.84 the probability of detection for one 
detector of the M of N acquisition step 

• &N,�£N¤ = 0.06 = ∑ L±\P�N\ L1 − �NP±�\±\v²  with �N = 0.3 the probability of false alarm for one 
detector of the M of N acquisition step 

• $ = 10 is the number of verified bins given by 
the 10 first maxima of the DBZPTI acquisition 
matrix 

In conclusion, the DBZPTI-based acquisition 
strategy needs 38 non-coherent summations to reach 
the probability of detection of 0.9.  

D. Choice of Parameters and Performance for the 
Classical Acquisition Scheme  

As seen in section IV.B (in particular with Figure 
5), in presence of a bit transition (at the worst location), 
the number of non-coherent summations is greater 
than 66 for a Doppler frequency error as minimal as 
possible to reach a probability of detection greater than 
0.95.  

A Matlab simulation was run to determine the 
position of the amplitude of the right bin, its results are 
presented in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12: Position of the amplitude of the right bin for 

the classical acquisition method 

The probability of false alarm of the acquisition 
strategy based on the classical acquisition method 
(CAM) should be the same as this for the acquisition 
strategy based on the DBZPTI. However, the number 
of false alarms crossing the threshold is doubled by 2 
(y¯ = 13108 = &N,�³� × 13108) so the number of 
verified bins $ should be divided by 2. Thus, the 
number of non-coherent summations for the classical 
acquisition method is 82 (in this way, the amplitude of 
the right bin is in the 5 first maxima of the classical 
acquisition matrix). 

At the end, the performance of this acquisition 
process can be evaluated: 

• &n,�³� = 0.93 and the amplitude of the right bin 
is in the 5 first maxima 

• &n,�£N¤ = 0.97 = ∑ L±\P�n\�1 − �n�±�\±\v²  with �n = 0.84 the probability of detection for one 
detector of the M of N acquisition step 

• &N,�£N¤ = 0.06 = ∑ L±\P�N\ L1 − �NP±�\±\v²  with �N = 0.3 the probability of false alarm for one 
detector of the M of N acquisition step 

• $ = 5 is the number of verified bins given by 
the 5 first maxima of the classical acquisition 
matrix 

In conclusion, the acquisition strategy based on the 
clasical acquisition needs 82 non-coherent summations 
to reach the probability of detection of 0.9.  

E. Comparison of Execution Time  

The averaged execution (with Matlab) of the 
acquisition strategies can be computed. 

For the DBZPTI-based acquisition strategy: 38 
non-coherent summations are needed for the DBZPTI 
step, it leads to 250 seconds. Moreover, the verification 
of 10 bins leads to an execution time of 15 seconds. 
Then, the total amount of time for the DBZPTI-based 
acquisition strategy is 266 seconds.  

For the classical acquisition-based acquisition 
strategy: 82 non-coherent summations are needed for 
the classical acquisition step, it leads to 405 seconds. 
Moreover, the verification of 5 bins leads to an 
execution time of 7 seconds. Then, the total amount of 
time for the DBZPTI-based acquisition strategy is 413 
seconds. 

In conclusion, the execution time of the DBZPTI-
based acquisition strategy (based on Matlab 
simulations and estimations) is really lower than the 
other acquisition strategy. It is reasonable to think that 
at least this ratio (1.5), will be kept on C++ implantation. 
Moreover, one of the advantage of the DBZPTI is that 
lot of FFTs can be done in a parallel way leading to 
reduce the averaged execution time on a multi-cores 
platform. 

To reduce the execution time of whatever the 
acquisition strategy, it is possible to subsample the 
signal. Indeed, with a sampling frequency of             �- = 20.48	MHz, around 20 samples describe one chip, 
so it is possible to keep one over three samples for 
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example. But this causes considerable degradations 
(around 2.5 dB) which can be a problem for the 
acquisition of weak signals. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents two different acquisition 
strategies for the acquisition of Galileo E1 OS signals 
which are based on two acquisition methods: the 
optimized DBZPTI (which is transition insensitive) and 
the classical acquisition method. The objective is to 
perform the acquisition of signals at 27 dBHz with a 
high probability of detection (90%).  

This paper highlights the high interest of transition 
insensitivity for a Galileo E1 OS signal acquisition 
method. Indeed, the presented study of the effect of 
the data modulation presents the degradation of a bit 
transition -data and/or secondary code- (loss of several 
dB depending on the non-coherent integration time, the 
location of the bit transition and the frequency error). 
The last sections establish the two acquisition 
strategies allowing the acquisition of weak Galileo E1 
OS signals (27 dBHz) 90% of the time (all conditions).  

The execution time of elementary operations -FFT 
being one of the most critical- is evaluated to determine 
the averaged execution time of each acquisition 
strategies: with Matlab, 267 seconds for the acquisition 
strategy based on the DBZPTI and 413 seconds for the 
acquisition strategy based on the classical acquisition 
method. This represents a duration 1.5 times longer 
than the acquisition strategy based on the DBZTI for 
the same performance (overall probability of detection 
&n 	 0.9 and of false alarm &N 	 10��). Due to its 
insensitivity of bit transition, the acquisition strategy 
based on the DBZPTI appears as the good one. 

Due to the high number of non-coherent 
summations, it can be interesting to study the 
degradation of the Doppler frequency on the code 
frequency for the two acquisition methods. [20] for 
example begins this study, developing a variant of the 
DBZP. 
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IX.  APPENDICES 

A. Appendix A: Classical acquisition method 

1) Correlator outputs for the non-coherent combining 
method 

The correlation outputs for the classical method 
are largely described [9] and given a reminder here: 

Q��D� ≈ 
2 9.:,;LMS�D�P�($�L�MN;�|P���LM�P + $ ;�D�R��D� ≈ 
2 9.:,;LMS�D�P�($�L�MN;�|P�($LM�P + $ ;�D�Q��D� ≈ 
2 9.:,=LMS�D�P�($�L�MN;�|P���LM�P + $ =�D�R��D� ≈ 
2 9.:,=LMS�D�P�($�L�MN;�|P�($LM�P + $ =�D�
 

Where M� = �MNO�| + M�K 	is the error on the phase 

The variance of these correlator outputs are: µj�LQ��D�P = µj�LR��D�P = µj�LQ��D�P = µj�LR��D�P= ¶� = yA4�|	  

The acquisition detector for this method is: 

> = uQ���D� + R���D� + Q���D� + R���D�s
\v�  

2) Statistic model 

The performance study follows the Neyman-
Pearson’s approach that is based on the hypothesis 
test [21]. 

Let us assume that the useful signal is absent and 
there is only noise. Because the noise is assumed as 
white and Gaussian, the normalized acquisition 
detector >A/¶�, in this case, is a  � distribution with 4e 
degrees of freedom. The probability of false alarm &N 
is the probability that the signal is declared present (the 
threshold is crossed) whereas only noise is present.  &N = &¥K�3�� = &¥K�>A > >·� 

So the threshold >· can easily be deduced for a 
predefined value of probability of false alarm. 

Let us now assume that the useful signal is 
present. The normalized acquisition detector, >�/¶� is a 
non-central  � distribution with 4e degrees of freedom 
and a non-centrality parameter f. Details of the 
computation of f are given. Firstly, the mean of the in-
phase data correlator output is evaluated: 

f\, ; = ¸ �Q��D�√¶� �
= 1√¶� × 
2 9.:,;LMS�D�P�($�L�MN;�|P���LM�P 

Secondly, the non-centrality parameter for one 
component (the data component for example here) is 
evaluated. 



f� 	 uLf\, ;� + f\,¹;� Ps
\v�

= uT 1¶� × 
�4 9.:,;� LMS�D�P�($��L�MN;�|PYs
\v�= 
�yA �|e9.:,;� LMS�D�P�($��L�MN;�|P

 

Finally, the non-centrality parameter is: f = f� + f�= 
�yA �|e�9�:,�� 	LMS�D�P + 9�:,�� 	LMS�D�P��($��L�MN;�|P 

The conclusion of the statistic model is:  >¶ � ~ G ��42�, 30: h���hl	�()jl	$��	�����$� ��42, f�, 31: h���hl	�()jl	�����$�  

3) Execution time 

The execution time of the classical acquisition 
method is described here.  

Table 2: Detailled execution time of the classical 

acquisition method technique (in seconds) 
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Multiplication 
by the local 
carrier 

81920 5,73E-04 161 82   7,4E+00 

fft of the 
signal 

81920 4,39E-03 161 82   5,7E+01 

fft of the 
code 

81920 2,10E-03 1 1 2 4,2E-03 

Conjuguate 
of the fft 

81920 5,62E-03 1 1 2 1,1E-02 

Multiplication 
of the ffts 

81920 5,73E-04 161 82 2 1,5E+01 

ifft 81920 5,62E-03 161 82 2 1,4E+02 

Normalize 
by 1/N  

81920 4,76E-04 161 80 2 1,2E+01 

Squared 
absolute 
value 

1,3E+07 8,23E-01   80 2 1,3E+02 

Non-
coherent 
summations 

1,3E+07 1,19E-01   79 3 2,8E+01 

TOTAL             405 

Where 

• 81920: size of the > = 4	ms of signal (due to 
sampling frequency of �- = 20.48	MHz) 

• 161: number of Doppler bins  

• 13189120= 81920 × 161: size of the acquisition 
matrix 

• 80: number of non-coherent summations 

• 2: done for data and pilot spreading codes 

B. Appendix B: DBZPTI acquisition method 

1) Choice of the spreading code sequences 

In [4], the locally spreading code sequences 
weredifferent to this paper. Indeed, some acquisition 
methods, as the coherent combining of the data and 
pilot components is based on sign recovery [9]. So, to 
overcome the problem of the two unknown bits, the 
received signal is correlated with both equivalent 
spreading code sequences (sum and difference of the 
data and pilot spreading codes: ��,���������,���� +¼��,���������,����	where ¼ = ±1). Thus, only one of the 
two equivalent code sequences has the same sign as 
the incoming signal, giving a maximum correlation 
while the other should be dominated by noise. A work 
has been done to study that for low C/N0 the choice of 
the kept correlation matrix (this giving the maximum 
correlation) does not correspond to the matrix given the 
maximum correlation value for the right bin, this means 
that it is the noise which determines the kept matrix and 
one time over two, the equivalent code sequence giving 
the maximum correlation has not the same sign as the 
incoming signal. Figure 13 shows that the probability 
that the amplitude of the acquisition detector of the right 
bin maximizes the detector is null for a C/N0 of 27 
dBHz. It is why this choice of this local spreading code 
sequences (sum and difference of the data and pilot 
spreading code) is no longer used for the acquisition of 
weak signal and the signal is correlated independently 
with the local data and spreading codes. 

 
Figure 13: Is the amplitude of the right bin the 

maximum? 

2) DBZPTI outputs 

The partial correlation outputs computed in the 
DBZPTI are given here, they are two partial correlation 
outputs per component  
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Q¾,�� �l, D� = $ �� �l, D� +
2 9�,.:,¿LMS�D�P�($� b��|2 ��c ��� b2��� b�A + l�|2 + �|22c + M�KcR¾,�� �l, D� = $¹�� �l, D� +
	
2 9�,.:,¿LMS�D�P�($� b��� �|2c�($ b2��� b�A + l�|2 + �|22c + M�Kc

 

Where � stands for § for data and & for pilot 

At the end, the DBZPTI outputs are: Q¾��D� + R¾��D� = À��� WQ¾,�� �l, D� + i × R¾,�� �l, D�XÀ�
= 
�4 2�9.:,¿� LMS�D�P�($�� b��|2 ��c sinc����} − ���|�	�sinc� b��} − ���|�2 	c 

Let us evaluate the variance. The variance of the 
partial correlator is: ¶ ��� = µj� WQ�,�� �l, D�X = yA4 �|2 

And the variance of the DBZPTI output is: 

¶ � = µj�LQ��D�P = yA2�4�|  

The acquisition detector is: 

> = uQ���D� + R���D� + Q���D� + R���D�s
\v�  

3) Statistic model 

With the same approach as for the classical 
acquisition method, the acquisition detector is: 	>¶ � ~ G ��42�, 30: h���hl	�()jl	$��	�����$� ��42, f�, 31: h���hl	�()jl	�����$�  

Where 

f = uLf\, ;� + f\,¹;� + f\, =� + f\,¹=� Ps
\v� = f� + f�

= 
�yA e�| ^+9.:,�� LMS�D�P9.:,�� LMS�D�P_ �($�� b��|2 ��cÁ�($����} − ���|�	��($� b��} − ���|�2 	cÂ
� 

4) Development of the last FFT 

The development of the last FFT of the DBZPTI 
(on the partial correlator outputs for the same code 
delay) is presented here. 

��� T��� bi2��� bTA + lT�2 + T�22c + (M	�KcY L}�vA…����P
= u ��� bi2��� bTA + T�22c + M�K + 2�(�� T�2 lc���

mvA ���|��m��
= ��|�N;WÃK] ÃÄ��X]|��K u �|��N;ÃÄ�m���

mvA ���|��m��
= ��|�N;WÃK] J���X]|��K u ��|�bN;ÃÄ�� ���cm���

mvA
= ��|�N;WÃK] J���X]|��K u ��|�b�N;ÃÄ���� cm���

mvA
= M��|��������� �|�N;��ÃK]ÃÄ�]|��K�($� b� ���T� − }� c

�($� b� ���T� − }�2 c	

 

5) Execution time of the DBZPTI 

The execution time of the DBZPTI method is 
described in the Table 3. 

Table 3: Detailled execution time of the DBZPTI 

technique (in seconds) 
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1 Multiplicatio

n by the 
local carrier 

81920 5,73E-04 1 38 
 

0 

S
te

p 
3 

fft of the 
signal 1024 2,01E+01 25600 38 

 
25 

fft of the 
code 1024 2,51E-03 160 1 2 0 

Conjuguate 
of the fft 

1024 5,34E-04 160 1 2 0 

Multiplicatio
n of the ffts 

1024 4,29E+00 25600 38 2 11 

ifft 1024 2,56E+01 25600 38 2 65 

Normalize 
by 1/N 1024 4,76E+00 25600 38 2 12 

S
te

p 
4 Last fft 640 3,97E+01 81920 

 
2 100 

Squared 
absolute 

value 
7,E+06 1,20E+01 

 
38 2 30 

 

Non-
coherent 

summations 
7,E+06 1,59E+00 

 
37 3 6 

TOTAL 
    

250 



Where 

• 81920: size of the > 	 4	ms of signal (due to 
sampling frequency of �- = 20.48	MHz) 

• 160: number of blocks (doubled) 

• 1024= ±�Å�A�ÆA × 2: number of samples per double-

sized block 

• 640 = 160x4 size of the vector for the last FFT 
(β = 4) 

• 6553600 (noted as “7e+06”) = 80 × 81920: size 
of the DBZPTI output matrix 

• 25600 = 160x160 (for all blocks of 1 cycle and 
for all cycles) 

• 38: number of non-coherent summations 

• 2: done for data and pilot spreading codes  

C. Appendix C: Verification step 

1) M of N mathematical model 

The M of N uses the classical acquisition method 
to compute the correlator outputs. However, the FFT is 
not used (to speed up the correlation) because its use 
is more expensive in execution time. So the received 
signal is multiplied by a local carrier (including the 
estimate of the Doppler frequency) and by a local code 
replica, after that the integration and dump process is 
done. The code delay bin length is 1/6 chip (the 
authorized maximal degradation is 2.5dB for 1/12 chip 
–the same as for GPS L1 C/A for code bin length of ½ 
chip) and the Doppler frequency bin is of size 1/2>  
which implies a maximal Doppler frequency error of 1/4> . 
2) Execution time of the M of N acquisition technique 

The execution time of the M of N is described 
here.  

Table 4: Detailled execution time of the M of N 

technique (in seconds) 
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Multiplication 
by the code 

81920 0,00057 8   10 4,6E-01 

Summation 81920 0,00062 8 2 10 9,2E-01 

Squared 
absolute value 

1 5,2E-07 8 2 10 9,9E-01 

Non-coherent 
summations 

1 6,3E-07 7 3 10 8,3E-04 

TOTAL     1.53 

 

Where  

• 81920: size of the > = 4	ms of signal (due to 
sampling frequency of �- = 20.48	MHz) 

• 10: number of verified bins (immediate 
surrounding bins) 

• 8: number of non-coherent summations 

• 2: done for data and pilot spreading codes 

 

The total of the execution time should be multiplied 
by the mean of M and N to evaluate the averaged 
execution time of the M of N acquisition step. 

 

D. Appendix D: Correlator output in presence of a bit 
transition 

Without loss of generality, let us assume that 
before �A ∈ CD> ; �D + 1�> F, the value of the bit (data bit 
or secondary code bit) is 1 and after is is −1: QJK�D�
= 1> ÈÉ

Ê+ Ë �1� × ���L2�MN;� + M�KP��JK
\Z[Ë �−1� × ���L2�MN;� + M�KP���\]��Z[

JK ÌÍ
Î

=
1> � 12�MN; �($L2�MN;� + M�KP�\Z[

JK

− 1> � 12�MN; �($L2�MN;� + M�KP�JK
�\]��Z[

= 12�MN;> Ï W�($L2�MN;�A + M�KP − �($L2�MN;D> + M�KPXW�($L2�MN;�D + 1�> + M�KP − �($L2�MN;�A + M�KPXÐ
= 12�MN;> ^ �($L2�MN;�A + M�KP + �($L2�MN;�A + M�KP−�($L2�MN;D> + M�KP − �($L2�MN;�D + 1�> + M�KP_
= 12�MN;> T−W�($L2�MN;D> + M�KP + �($L2�MN;�D + 1�> + M�KPX+2�($L2�MN;�A + M�KP Y

 

And after trigonometrical consideration, the in-
phase correlator output becomes:  QJK�D�
= 22�MN;> Ï+−�($ ^2�MN;> �2D + 1� + 2M�K2 _ ��� b2�MN;> 2 c

�($L2�MN;�A + M�KP Ð
= 1�MN;> ^−�($L�MN;> �2D + 1� + M�KP���L�MN;> P+�($L2�MN;�A + M�KP _
= −�($L�MN;> �2D + 1� + M�KP ���L�MN;> P�MN;> + �($L2�MN;�A + M�KP�MN;> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


